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1 Presentation of the project

In April 2017, I’ll fly away for the natural reserve Apuseni to build a log cabin there and live until the
arrival of the winter. Everything will be built on the spot, without sophisticated tools and I shall live in

autonomy for the continuation there. My wish is to stay several months, alone, at the top of a mountain
to appreciate the peace and the beauty of the wild nature, far from too fast life of cities. I hope to find in
this hermitage the receuillement and the time to think about our current society. This adventure will be

filmed and I shall want to make a documentary to incite the public to a simple life in the middle of
nowhere and to a destruction of these environments by the modern world.

2 Few words of introduction

Figure 2

Also known under the name of Jacob Karhu, I created a Youtube
channel where I show how to live in wood. I like the nature and I
try to share my knowledge on ancestral techniques. It has been of
numerous years since I travel, alone or accompanied, in Europe or
in America, most of the time with my backpack and all the neces-
sity inside to live independently. I try to take the minimum and to
use my know-how and what offers me the nature to move forward.
This is the way Bushcraft - the life in wood- fast became a passion.
Nevertheless my studies concern something quite different. I am a
pupil to the Superior teachers’ training college in the department of
Géoscience. I return this year in Master’s degree to become later a
researcher in geology, more exactly on the past climates of the Earth.
In spite of my 22 years I still have numerous years of studies to be
ended before going into the active life. Nevertheless I have at once
no desire to work. Before receiving pay slips, I shall like living other-
wise.
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3 What this project means for me

I have the impression that our current lives do not allow to take time to think really about us and the world
which surrounds us. We miss the backward movement on our everyday life. We live every day as the day
before without questioning us about the other ways of life. Our future seems to have already taken shape
as soon as we crossed the first steps of the school. I decided not to follow a typical route and having a
break far from the noise of cities. Being afraid that in my last day I regret dying without having been lucky
to live. I shall regret not having taken time to develop passions which I shall not have had time to push to
the limit. I am afraid that these ambitions die before I cannot grant them enough importance. I am afraid
that they disappear before having taken advantage of it. And exactly the isolation sometimes grows to the
imagination, to create things that we would have had idea in the middle of the crowds. To bring a new
look is a creative act which it is difficult to get itself.
Most of us are not conscious of the impact which we have on the nature. They are our lifestyles, and it is
extremely difficult to change the habits. Nevertheless it is these daily acts which damage the forest spaces.
By engaging me in an ecologist act I shall want to denounce the non compliance which sometimes have
people on the nature. Incite people to live closer to the nature. Not incriminate her, but live with.
Although the main theme of the documentary is the nature, you should not forget that the park Apuseni
is situated in a karstic region. What means some limestone, fossils, and caves. For a geologist it’s worth
being studied. Furthermore, by producing something of this year, the caesura(break) can be valued in
the diploma of the ENS(teacher’s training college) as an open-mindedness and the interdisciplinarity. It
is also the approach of the researcher to have a project, to find financing, to achieve his mission then to
explain its reasoning and its results to the public. This way, a documentary is the example of a scientific
popularization.

4 What I bring to the park

The documentary concerning the conservation of the nature will also be broadcast in Romania and will con-
tribute to a raising awareness of the natural spaces. In particular this park which suffers from encroachment
of houses upon the protected zones. Worse, certain people do not hesitate to cut illegally big quantities of
trees to resell them then. Although they operate without authorization, he is complicated for the rangers
to watch all the surface of the park. Since my observation I can also keep an eye on the forest cups and
warn the guards if I perceive a suspect transport. Of more the cabin I shall build according to the Rumanian
style will be kept in my departure. Thus this traditional shelter will return to the park and will make part
of an ecomuseum aimed at keeping the cultural heritage. It is one of also strong reasons why the Director
authorizes me to stay in the park for several months.

Figure 3: The natural Apuseni park, mountains and caves over 75,000 hec.
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5 My previous experience

Figure 4: Ecological cabin made wih materials on the
spot.

Several years ago I have already built a half-buried
cabin in Brittany. Although the style is more me-
dieval, the construction did not require tools elec-
tric. All the materials had been found on the spot,
whether it is for the wood, the gravel, or the clay
which make up the cob of walls. Spacious of 25m
squared, a plant roof protects the inside of the bad
weather. The temperature is regulated because it
is has underground half and can be considered as
ecological. Even if his structure remains simple, I
needed all the same near one year to finish him.
But in 15 years, I could go there only on Sunday.
Thus I hope that my next one will set up itself
more quickly by being full-time there.

Figure 5: Documentary on trapers in Canada

Two years before I was in Canada, to live in the
open air once more. With a colleague we wanted
to come down 200km of river in a canoe with the
equipment that would have taken our 500-year-old
ancestors earlier. Armed with our cameras we ex-
plained the techniques of survival through a doc-
umentary of 40min. DVDs had been sold and an
article in ”carnet d’Adventure” is appeared the fol-
lowing year. The project had been financed on sites
of participative financing and by means of 5000
collected euros, we were able to make a success of
our mission. From now on in free access on the
Internet under the name of ” The French people
Rediscover Canada, 500 years later ”, this movie
was for me a profound enrichment. Not only as
regards the Amerindian culture, but the manners
to film and to record all the actions alone, on the ground. I was also able to work with a production team
for the assembly(editing) and to register the voice-over in studio.

6 Organisation of the projet

My comeback in Master’s degree of Géoscience is normally made, during all the first half of the year. In
January, the administration of the ENS authorizes me to take a year of break. That is take one year to
become attached to an any project. Thus there is a contract to be signed with the school to keep the
status student and to benefit from insurances. So, first months will serve me to work to accumulate a
little money for the financing of the project in himself (see following section). In this period of the year,
the temperatures are still very low in Romania. It is only in April which the temperatures begin to cross
over zero degrees. This is when I shall fly away up to the city Cluj Napoça, to join then the rangers of
the Park Apuseni by bus. He will remain me to buy few tools on shops. On the mountain, a temporary
shelter will be established to protect my equipment and myself the cold and the bad weather. Meanwhile,
I shall cut conifers from places authorized for the construction of the cabin. These trees will be cut down
with an axe, then squared by hand. Then trunks will be assembled in the future location, situated in the
summit. The assemblies are made of wood, he does not need a nail nor of there live to maintain the
set. This first stage should set more than a working month. Then the structure of the roof will be put
and the mown hay. Once dry, the cover will be adjusted so that the water cannot cross it. The finishes
will succeed, finishing the construction two or three months after my arrival. Then will come the harvest
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time of the kitchen garden and the picking of wild plants with the summer. The rest of the time will be
occupied with going through literary works, with making up of the music, with drawing my observations,
with photographing the flora and fauna of the Park, and with taking advantage of all this natural space.
Months will so fall into the hands of the creativity and the solitude until the arrival of the cold.The first
snows appearing in September-October, it will be time for me to leave these places. Of return in France,
the assembly of the movie in post-production will take the remaining months of the end of year. Remixing,
alterations, calibration and recording of voice-over will occupy my days until December. Then i’ll have to
go back to school. I shall complete my year of 4th year of university at the same time as will be broadcast
the documentary.

7 Equipment to bring or to buy

theme item price
(euro)

kitchen pan 0
poële 0
pan 30
dishes to build
wood stove 100
water purificater 0

construction plastic cover 30
little axe 0
bigger axe 30
sculptur 0
shovel 20
nails 50
rope 50
window 50
hinge 20
metalic bucket 10
drill 0
glide 0
wooden rasp 0

hobbies books 100
tin whistle 0
drawing 0
music 0
piano 0
leather tools 0

clothes jacket 0
2 trousers 0
4 t-shirt 0
2 sweat shirt 0
shoes 0

personal sleeping bag 0
plastic cover 0
headtorche 0
petroleum lamp torch 50
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food peas 18
flavour 36
sugar 27
peas 45
peas 36
potatoes 36
spices 20
tomato powder 20
pastas 27
milk powder 45
onion 0
oatmeal 65
spices 5
bicarbonate de soude 3
honey 90
semolina 18
couscous 9
rice 27
oil 27
dry meat 90
seeds 20

numeric personnal computer 0
gopro 0
DSLR 1000
microphone 100
solar pannels 200
battery 50
trepod 0
mobile phone 0

health toothbrush 0
homemade toothpaste 0
Alep soap 0
medical kit 20
medical kit 10
miror

administrative plane 400
income summer job 1000

winter job 2000

total 0

8 Conclusion

My desire was to live in autonomy, whether it is in forest ressources, energy resources, or for financing.
Indeed I can cover myself the budget of the project in himself. However, I am in search of partners for
the realization of the documentary and for its distribution on a television channel. I have my own semi-
professional cameras and microphones. Nevertheless, the assembly and the allocation of copyright buy
themselves at a 5000-euro height. Although a part of the financing is settled by the purchase of the movie
by a television channel.
In summary, I shall leave to spring, 2017 in the natural reserve for Romania, to build and to live in a
traditional cabin, alone, at the top of a mountain in purposes of reflection on the modern world. And to
show that it is possible to take time to live differently with few things.
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